Korea University International Summer Campus (KU ISC) 2018
Embark on a unique summer

June 26, 2018 ∼ August 2, 2018

ISC239 – Political Economy
Ⅰ. Instructor
Professor
E-mail
Home Institution
Office

:
:
:
:

Office Hours

:

Piotr Swistak
pswistak@umd.edu
University of Maryland
313
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays 12:30pm-1:30pm
(in room 313)

Ⅱ. Textbook
Required Textbook

Recommended
Additional
Readings

:

:

“Analyzing Politics” by Kenneth Shepsle, Norton, 2010.
ISBN-13: 978-0393935073
* There is only one textbook we will be regularly using for this class. You
will need to buy it and bring it with you since ISC will not be selling any
textbooks for summer classes. The textbook, “Analyzing Politics” by
Kenneth Shepsle, Norton, 2010, was written for an introductory class like
ours. It is a very well written text that has been widely both in economics
and in political science. I will supplement it with excerpts from a few
selected readings that will be posted online and regular lecture notes of
my own.
Excerpts (to be posted online) from: Itzhak Gilboa’s Making Better
Decisions: Decision Theory in Practice, Wiley, 2011; Kenneth Williams,
Game Theory a Behavioral Approach, Oxford University Press, 2013;
David Kreps, Notes on the Theory of Choice, Westview Press, 1988;
Raymond Wilder “The Axiomatic Method,” pages 1621-1640 in The
World of Mathematics, Simon and Schuster, 1956; Avinash Dixit and
Susan Skeat, Games of Strategy, Norton, New York, 2004. Robert
Axelrod, The Evolution of Cooperation, Basic Books, 2006 (1st ed. 1984.)

Ⅲ. Course Description and Objectives
Political economy belongs to the intersection of economics and politics. It uses assumptions of
microeconomics to facilitate our understanding of politics. The tools of modern political economy
include theories of rational decision making in individual choice situations (preference theory and
expected utility theory) and in strategic interactions (game theory.) These general theories of
individual behavior will help us understand the reason for the existence of political institutions (e.g.,

a state) and the scope of their authority (e.g., in what type of situations a state should and should
not intervene.) Another standard part of political economy that will be covered is commonly
referred to as social choice. Topics covered in this part include different voting methods and their
properties, the nature of democratic choice and Arrow’s Theorem, strategic voting and
misrepresentation (Farquharson’s conjecture and Gibbard and Sattherthwaite Theorem),
predicting the outcome of voting (Median Voter Theorem, McKelvey’s Chaos Theorem.)

Ⅳ. Grading
Attendance and
Participation
Tests (three)
Assignments

:

20%

:
:

50%
30%

Ⅴ. Class Outline
Date
June 26 (Tue)
June 27 (Wed)
June 28 (Thu)
June 29 (Fri)
July 2 (Mon)
July 3 (Tue)
July 4 (Wed)

July 5 (Thu)
July 9 (Mon)
July 10 (Tue)
July 11 (Wed)
July 12 (Thu)
July 16 (Mon)
July 17 (Tue)
July 18 (Wed)
July 19 (Thu)
July 23 (Mon)
July 24 (Tue)
July 25 (Wed)
July 26 (Thu)
July 30 (Mon)
July 31 (Tue)
Aug 1 (Wed)
Aug 2 (Thu)

Topic

Readings

Orientation Day
Why Do We Need a Specific Form of the Social Wilder “Axiomatic
Science?
Method”
Individual Behavior and Political Institutions

ibid.

Rational Choice under Certainty: Theory of
Preferences

Kreps, pp. 7-11;
Williams, pp. 47 and
49-50; Shepsle, pp.
18-35.

Rational Choice under Risk: Von NeumannMorgenstern Expected Utility Theory

Shepsle, pp. 18-35;
Kreps, pp. 1-6;
Williams, pp. 63-68;
Gilboa, pp. 102-115.

Group Choice: Voting Methods and Their Properties
The Nature of a Democratic Outcome
Strategic Behavior, Misrepresentation and
Manipulation
Predicting a Group Choice
Rational Behavior in Strategic Situations (Game
Theory)
The Borders of Politics
Is Cooperation among Nation States Possible?
Optional Final Exam
No Class; Graduation Ceremonies.

Shepsle, pp. 41-52
and 191-197.
Shepsle, pp. 53-76
and 67-77.
Shepsle, pp. 156-188.
Shepsle, pp. 90-123.
Shepsle pp.156-190;
Dixit et al pp. 3-14,
27-34 and 45-55.
Shepsle, pp. 231-241;
Dixit et al, pp. 83-99;
Axelrod (excerpts.)

TOPICS AND RELATED READINGS
Why Do We Need a Specific Form of the Social Science?
Is social science a science, like physics or chemistry? Why do we need a science of
human behavior and what are the alternatives?
Related readings: Lecture notes and excerpts from Wilder’s “Axiomatic Method”
(online.)

Individual Behavior and Political Institutions
Consider a local police department’s decision to dispatch 100 patrol cars—and not 10
or 1,000—to check for speeding drivers or a local government’s decision to set a
speeding fine at $200—and not at $2 or $2,000. Any such decisions assume that the
adopted level of enforcement would result in a desired level of compliance. Any policy
adopted by a government or an organization would only make sense if it has a desired
effect on individual behavior. Thus any science of politics (and the same can be said
about other social sciences) has to begin with a set of assumptions about individual
behavior. What is this most general foundation of the social science?

Rational Choice under Certainty: Theory of Preferences
I a study of voters’ preferences in 2006/2007 members of a focus group were asked to choose
one out of every two candidates from the set that included Obama, Clinton and Edwards.
Here is what happened. When asked to choose between Obama and Edwards, a substantial
majority chose Edwards; Edwards also got a sizable majority over Clinton; yet when the
respondents were asked to pick one from the set of all three candidates, Edwards came in
dead last. A graduate student of mine, who had related this study to me, observed that
something must be wrong with the data. Was there or was there not? What do you think?
Related readings: Kreps, pp. 7-11 (for those who like it short and mathematical) and Williams
pp. 47 and 49-50 (for those who want something less mathematical than Kreps.) There is an
alternative reading that some may find useful on this topic and the topic that follows: Shepsle
pp. 18-35.

Rational Choice under Risk: Von Neumann-Morgenstern
Expected Utility Theory
Suppose you are asked to choose one of the following two options (A) get 1m (1 million dollars)
with certainty and (B) get 1m with probability 0.89, 5m with probability 0.1 and 0 with
probability 0.0. And suppose that you are also asked to choose one from a pair of two other
options: (C) get 1m with probability 0.11 and 0 with probability 0.89 and (D) get 5m with
probability 0.1 and 0 with probability 0.9. Is there anything wrong with choosing A and C?
And, what would you say about choosing A and D? Similarly, would you find anything wrong
with choosing B and C or B and D? Maurice Allais has asked people to choose between A and
B and C and D in an experimental study in 1950’s. The result of this experiment became known

as Allais Paradox. This is one of the most important and influential studies in economics. In
1988 Allais was awarded Nobel Prize in economics.
Related readings: “The Independence Axiom” pp. 102-109, “Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s
Result” pp. 110-112, “Measurement of Utility” pp. 113-115 in Gilboa’s “Making Better
Decisions: Decision Theory in Practice.” You will also find this material presented in a
somewhat different form in: pp. 1-6 from D. Kreps “A Course in Microeconomic Theory” or
Williams pp. 63-68 (for those who want something less mathematical than Kreps.) Both are
online. For an alternative presentation see Shepsle pp. 18-35.

Group Choice:
Voting Methods and Their Properties
Three friends who want to spend an evening together but have different ideas what they
should do face the fundamental problem of politics. Should they let the leader of the group
decide? Should they all take part in the decision and solve the problem democratically, by
taking a vote, for example? But if they want to vote on the three proposals how should they
do it? Will all democratic methods of voting result in the same outcome and if not are there
some methods that are better than others?
In the 1912 US Presidential Election there was an interesting distribution of votes over the set
of three major presidential candidates: Wilson, Roosevelt and Taft. Wilson won the election.
But what would have happened had the US been using a different voting method to elect the
President? Different countries and different organizations use different election methods.
How should we decide which method is good which is bad and which one we should use?
Deciding on how we decide is the most important act of democracy—its outcome is the
society’s Constitution.
Related readings: pp. 41-52 from “Getting Started with Group Choice Analysis” and pp. 191197 from “Voting Methods and Electoral Systems” in Shepsle’s “Analyzing Politics.”

What Is the Nature of a Democratic Outcome?
In one of my research projects we have asked students to solve the following problem: Jury in
a competition consists of three jurors. Each of the jurors gives his recommendation on how to
award the first, the second and the third prize to three finalists: A, B and C. A juror’s
recommendation is simply a ranking of candidates; for instance, CAB represents a
recommendation to award the first prize to candidate C, second to A and third to B. Suppose
now that you get the following recommendations from the three jurors: ABC, ABC and BCA.
What would you consider to be the best, the most just allocation of prizes to the three
candidates? I suggest that you make your own choice before reading on. If you feel strong
about the choice you have just made consider this: ABC was chosen as the most just outcome
by 84% of students in the US and 86% of students in Poland; in Japan, however, only 36%
chose ABC—64% selected BAC as the most just allocation of prizes. So, what is the best
allocation of prizes?
No matter how we decide we should begin by agreeing that any fair rule of choice should have
some basic properties. For instance, if all voters prefer A over B then B should not win the

election when running against A. So, what are the most fundamental principles of a fair choice
that we should insist on being preserved and which rules of voting have these properties?
Arrow’s Theorem answers these questions. Many consider Arrow’s finding to be one of the
most important and influential results in political economy. Arrow was awarded Nobel Prize
in economics in 1972. He is the youngest person to have received this award.
Related readings: pp. 53-76 and 67-77 in Shepsle’s “Analyzing Politics.”

Strategic Behavior, Misrepresentation and Manipulation
A common aspect of a group choice is a continuous effort of all involved in decision making to
affect the outcome of the process in their favor. But can we affect an outcome of a democratic
process of choice? What are the rules of choice that would prevent people from manipulating
the system?
Related readings: “Strategic Behavior: Sophistication, Misrepresentation, and Manipulation,”
pp. 156-188 in Shepsle.

Predicting a Group Choice
If you ask a physicist how long it will take for a ball dropped from the top of the Eiffel Tower
to reach the ground he will give you a reasonably precise prediction. Can we do the same in
the social science? Can we, for instance, predict what will happen in an election—under some
circumstances at least?
Related readings: pp. 90-123 from “Spatial Models of Majority Rule” in Shepsle’s “Analyzing
Politics.”

Rational Behavior in Strategic Situations (Game Theory)
Suppose a wealthy benefactor, of the Sergey Brin variety, wants to donate 100 million dollars
to two universities he has attended—the University of Maryland and Stanford. Sergey prefers
that the division of the money is settled by the interested parties rather than himself. All he is
willing to do is to set the rules under which the two parties will negotiate the division. Sergey
arranges a three-way teleconference with the presidents of the two universities—I will call
them Mary and Stan (cheesy choices are easier to remember)—and explains how and what
the two will be allowed to negotiate. To simplify the process of negotiations each side will
have only one shot at proposing a division and one shot at accepting or rejecting the other’s
proposal. All divisions are to be comprised of whole millions only. More specifically, Sergey
asks Mary and Stan to proceed as follows. Mary will go first and propose a division of 100
million to Stan. Stan can either accept or reject the proposed division. If Stan accepts Mary’s
proposal, the allocation becomes final and binding for all three parties. If Mary’s proposal is
rejected, Sergey reduces the stake to 90 million (think of a 10 million decrease being a penalty
for not reaching an agreement or a cost of Sergey’s time spent on prolonged haggling) and
Stan gets his turn at proposing a division of 90 million to Mary. If Mary accepts the division,
the allocation is made as proposed. If Mary rejects Stan’s proposal, Sergey withdraws his offer
altogether and both universities end up with nothing.

Suppose that Mary and Stan have just heard about the intended donation, and the negotiation
rules, during a live three-way teleconference with Sergey. As the live feed continues Sergey
expects them to promptly carry out the negotiation. As specified by the rules Mary is supposed
to make an initial offer. Can you say what Mary will propose? ill Stan accept Mary’s offer or
will he turn it down and go on to split a smaller pie proposing his own division? How much
money will they end up with?
Related Readings: Dixit and Skeath pp. 3-14 (general introduction to games), pp. 27-34
(concepts and assumptions), pp. 45-55 (sequential games / strategic decision making). An
alternative presentation can be found in Shepsle pp.156-190.

The Borders of Politics
Do we need political institutions at all, perhaps most if not all problems can be solved
without any need for a group decision making? And if we need a group/state to tell
us what to do how much should we allow it to interfere with individual choices? In
other words, do we need a state (can’t we have a stateless society?) and if we do then
which individual behaviors should be regulated by state and which should be not?
This is the oldest and the most fundamental quandaries of the social science. We will
briefly look at the solutions proposed by Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau and the way
we can redefine these ideas in the modern political economy.
Readings: pp. 231-241 from “Cooperation” in Shepsle’s “Analyzing Politics;” Dixit and
Skeath, pp. 83-99; excerpts from Axelrod’s “The Evolution of Cooperation.”

Is Cooperation among Nation States Possible?
If Hobbes is right that peace/cooperation in society is possible only because the
government is able to punish transgressions, then we have the following problem:
Can we have cooperation among states even though we don’t have the government
of states? What are the prospects of cooperation developing in systems without
government?
Readings: excerpts from Axelrod’s “The Evolution of Cooperation” (online.)

* FOR IMPORTANT DATES AND DEADLINES PLEASE SEE THE NEXT PAGE

Important Dates and Deadlines
Monday

Tuesday
June 26

Wednesday
June 27

Thursday

Friday

June 28

June 29

July 5

July 6-8

Hwk 1 posted

No classes

July 12

July 13-15

First day of
classes
July 2

July 9

July 16

July 23

July 3

July 4

July 10

July 11

Hwk 1 due
in class

Graded hwk 1
handed out
Hwk 2 posted,
Sample Test 1
posted
July 18

July 17

No classes

July 19

July 20-22

Test 1

Hwk 2
due in class
Graded Test 1
handed out

Graded Hwk 2
handed out
Hwk 3 posted,
Sample Test 2
posted

No classes

July 24

July 25

July 26

Jul. 27-29

Test 2

Hwk 3
due in class
Graded Test 2
handed out
Aug 1

Sample Test 3
posted

Final exam
(optional)

No class
Graduation
ceremonies

July 30

July 31

Test 3
Regular class

Test 3 meetings
Review session
(no lecture)

* FOR CLASS POLICY PLEASE SEE THE NEXT PAGE

Aug 2

Ⅵ. Class Policy
FINAL EXAM: An optional way to improve your grade is by taking the final exam. Final exam will
count for 50% of your test grade. For example, suppose your average test score is 86%. If you
decide not to take the final exam, your class grade will be calculated with the 86% test average
counting as 50% of your class grade. If, however, you take the final exam and score 94% on it, your
class grade will be calculated with 0.5*86% + 0.5*94% = 90% counting as 50% of your class grade.

OTHER ISSUES
CRIB SHEET: All testing is closed book but you ARE ALLOWED to have a crib sheet—a single standard
size sheet of paper with whatever information you want to put on it (both sides.)
LECTURES VERSUS READINGS: A good part of the material will not be contained in the readings and
will only be presented in class. Most of the readings are not a substitute for what we do in class—
they are supplementary.
Use of NOTE(NET)BOOKS/LAPTOPS, PHONES and other electronic devices is not allowed in class.

